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THE LORD BESTOWS…HIS BLESSING

God’s blessing comes to people worn out with the troubles of the world.
I don’t know about you, but for me, to live in the world these days is to know in the gut why Psalm 133 calls unity
“good and pleasant” thing. Nations and communities, families and just the hearts of people don’t thrive on division but on
union. But the good and pleasant unity can feel in precious little supply. And even where some sense of unity exists, it can
feel precarious.
But the God who is present in the midst of all kinds of division is not in little supply. And the unity of God as
Father, Son and Holy Spirit, is not precarious but as solid as eternity. For us who live in a world with division, this makes
all the difference.
Psalm 133 is a unity prayer that people have prayed very long time. Jews have been praying it since long before
neo-Nazis and white supremacists openly marched in Charlottesville. Christians have been praying it since long before
crowds divided and ran because a car was plowing into them.
This week and next the word we listen for in Scripture will come from the psalms. One thing we can say about the
psalms is that they know the world’s trouble inside and out. Why else would Psalm 133 say, “How good and pleasant it is
when God’s people live together in unity” except that those praying it know the pain of unity’s absence?
Psalm 133 is a pilgrimage prayer. It was part of a set of prayers called the Songs of Ascents. For hundreds of years
before Jesus, the Hebrew people offered these prayers as they journeyed to Jerusalem. This makes Psalm 133 a good
prayer for us right now because we live in country that is clearly on a journey––a journey regarding our racist past and our
relationship to it now; a journey with the racism in our nation’s present and what we must do about it. We journey with
questions of how to deal with these issues in ways heal, not further divide.
The Hebrew people that prayed Psalm 133 on their way to Jerusalem might have been on a journey that lasted a
week. Our nation’s journey has spanned hundreds of years. It we’re headed to a good and pleasant place on it, just where
we hope to arrive, and when, isn’t yet in sight. When Jews journeyed to Jerusalem it involved an actual road trip. But since
it was a pilgrimage the road ran just as much through the people’s history and their hearts. The unity journey our nation is
on isn’t just about other people. It’s about my heart and yours.
Psalm 133 is attributed to King David. He wasn’t a perfect king but he was known as a man after God’s own
heart. His life was filled with conflict, including national division. Early on, he spent years running from a king that was
trying to kill him. Later, his own son Absalom, divided the nation by claiming the throne for himself. David had to flee
Jerusalem. In time, Israel really would truly fracture between north and south. There was civil war, hatred and suspicion
that lasted all the way to the time of Jesus.
That painful exchange between Jesus and the Canaanite woman, where the woman and her suffering son are
equated with dogs––it’s connected to Israel’s experience of human questions around race and supremacy, who matters
and who doesn’t, who is counted among God’s people, and what I owe to someone that is different.
Whether it’s Israel’s story or our own, the long human struggle for unity comes partly from how we settle for
cheaper versions of togetherness than one grounded in God. We confuse unity with unanimity. And so we unite mostly
with those with whom we agree. Or we confuse unity with similarity. Similarity of skin color or ancestry, language or
education, gender or religion, ideological or theological bent. Seeking unity that is thinner than what comes from God is
why our unions can feel so precarious.

In the Gospel of God, there is no place for racism, white supremacy, anti-Semitism, and neo-Nazi ideology
because these elevate cheap same sameness over the rich, thick unity God gives the human family in the Lord Jesus Christ.
Which brings us to the images of unity in Psalm 133.
In Psalm 133, good and pleasant unity doesn’t have a definition as much as a presence. We come to verse 2 and
get what might seem like an odd description of what it’s like. “It is like precious oil poured on the head, running down on
the beard.” I can get into this image. I admit to using beard oil. It’s essential to good beard maintenance. But it’s never
occurred to me to pour the whole bottle on my head.
God’s precious unity is lavish, and it’s about more than just ideas. It’s about our personhood. About our whole
embodied selves. Some of the ugliness of the torch brandishing protesters in in Charlottesville, and of our nation’s past
that has included more than 4,000 lynchings of African Americans, is that the effect of the division is to tear at the very
being of people.
We read on and hear that oil drenched person isn’t just any bearded man, but Aaron, the first priest of Israel. The
oil is “running down on Aaron’s beard, down on this collar of his robe.” It’s an image of anointing. Aaron’s anointing as
priest was for leading God’s people into God’s presence. His robes were a sign of that he was serving God’s holy purpose.
So the union of God’s people is meant to get them living in God’s presence, in the flow of God’s holy love.
We read on and get another image. Unity from God is “as if the dew of Hermon were falling on Mt. Zion.” Mt.
Hermon is the highest mountain visible Israel. It towers 7,500 feet above sea level. It has snowcaps most of the year.
Today there are ski resorts. The water from Mt. Hermon flows down to quench dry, dusty Palestine. It feeds the
headwaters of the Jordan. It greens up Galilee. So the good and pleasant unity us one that refreshes, that restores life, that
flows down from on high.
In fact, both of the images, the oil in verse 2 and the dew verse 3, are about down-flow. Oil of blessing flowing
down. Life-giving water flowing down. And at the end of the pilgrim song, all the flow pools up in one place: Zion.
Jerusalem. The place where the priest in the line of Aaron would preside in the Temple––the Temple that contained
God’s presence, which is the ultimate blessing and unifier. The true unity of people comes from the presence and action
God.
Just before the violence in Charlottesville I read a story about how God is at work healing hearts shackled by
hatred. It’s about Tony. He’s a former neo-Nazi that helped found a non-profit called Life after Hate. He tells they story
of another founder that was being helped at McDonalds by an elderly African-American woman. She saw the swastika
tattooed on his hand, and looked at him and said, “Oh, honey you’re so much better than that.”
Those words became a seed that quietly took root and slowly grew until, years later, he left white nationalism and
strove to help others do the same. Tony said, “It’s incredibly powerful to receive compassion from someone you’ve
dehumanized.”
You know, every time a person is dehumanized, we need to look to the cross and see Jesus being dehumanized.
And who was Jesus on the cross but God’s compassion in the world––Jesus dying for the healing of those you might even
say lynched him?
Tony’s story of leaving the evil of white nationalism included going to a therapist to lay out his neo-Nazi past. At
one point the therapist smiled and Tony said, “What?” The therapist replied, “Don’t you know? I was born Jewish.”
But of course, the deep unity of people is in that all of us are born in the image of God. And in Christ, everyone
has equal access to God. This means the hatred and violence we perpetrate on each other, the biases we hold without even
knowing they are there––they come partly from ignorance of our existence together in God’s creative love like we all enjoy
the same sun that shines on the earth.
So, there’s a solar eclipse tomorrow. The moon will slide in front of the sun at 1,500 miles per hour. For a
moment it might feel like creation is being undone. The light get put out. Which, for some, is what it might feel like in the
days after Charlottesville. Especially our Jewish neighbors who might never have thought they’d see such ugly and brazen
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anti-semitism this day in our nation. Or African-American friends who shouldn’t have to feel so scared of living in their
own nation.
The truth for all of us is, creation only remains in life, and the world only keeps from come truly apart, because
God is in the midst of it, joined to all things as the source of blessing and goodness, of life and lasting unity.
Tony said that the basic purpose of his group, Life After Hate is to “try to help people reconnect with their
humanity.” All hatred comes from division of our selves as loved and dignified by God. That, after all, is the deep evil of
white supremacy, nationalism, and all forms of racism: it strips people of their inherent dignity as creations in God’s
image. And if you go deep enough in your humanity or anyone else’s, you get to God who is the giver of it all.
So how does a church growing in God’s likeness respond to these days? That’s a complex question, but we have to
be asking it. For one thing, the church must name and resist white supremacy and hate-driven ideologies for the evils that
they are.
But the church can also look for ways to join the flow of God’s unifying presence. That’s what we did on Thursday
when Christ Church joined with Chesterland Baptist Church to serve our first community meal together. That’s what the
youth group does one Tuesday a month, when they go to the Clark-Fulton neighborhood of Cleveland and serve at the
Bridge Avenue School. That’s what you and I can do when we just listen to the experience of a person of a different race.
Just hear what it’s like for them to be human in this world.
In Christ God calls the church not to join in the world’s divisions but to be part of its deeper gospel grounded
unity. The gospel always tells our efforts can’t save the world. Only Christ can save the world. And as the Letter to the
Ephesians says, “His purpose was to create in himself one new humanity, thus making peace, and in one body, to
reconcile [all people] to God through the cross, by which he put to death their hostility.”
This is the blessing in which God is anointing the earth. But God’s people have to decide that they will journey
with it. And the heart of the journey for each of us includes discovering that you are lovable. And that the person against
whom you feel divided is loveable as well. This is the destination we’ve already arrived at, even as we keep moving toward
it: the reconciling love of God in the world; God’s reconciling love poured into our hearts, fully present and alive in Jesus
Christ the Lord. Amen.
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